Animals & Kind Words

Now let´s see
what they say?!
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Kind words from Owners & EFT Practitioners

Marie with Ollie one of her two abandoned dogs

Marie is grateful to know such wonderful people and their precious companions and indeed
humbled to share their kind words.
These kind words may just encourage other people to try these simple techniques on themselves
and their animals and/or wildlife
Marie is organising and hosting the first inaugural event of its kind where International Speakers are
presenting their energy techniques, animal´s emotional wellbeing and animal communication and
sharing their expertise in this area.
She hopes that this is an annual conference to encourage, share and teach everyone how to help
animals worldwide.

WWW.ANIMALENERGYWORLDCONFERENCE.COM
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19th March 2014 Yvonne Schallamach, Murcia, Spain Email to Marie

Yvonne & a few other volunteers with some of the association´s dogs learning EFT

Marie very kindly taught me and several others how to use tapping free of charge, both for animals
and humans. My experience is that it helps me with various pains in my body like: back, knee and
shoulder pain and has cured my tennis elbow completely.
At night when I have trouble sleeping I use tapping three times and it always helps me to fall asleep
and it probably relaxes me.
My Dog Lara had a skin infection on her ankle for quite some time and was treated at first by the Vet
with cortisone and Antibiotic. At first it did not seem to get any bigger but she was still biting it and it
grew again and of course the whole patch was without hair as the vet had told me it would not grow
anymore.
I started to use tapping on Lara and not only did she like it but I noticed she stopped biting her ankle
and her hair has grown again. The patch has shrunk from 5 cm to 1cm and I feel confident that in
time it will correct itself completely, Yvonne Schallamach

Yvonne tapping ´on´ one of the dogs who is really enjoying it!
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Jacob Melaard and Soukie his cat Qatar July 1st 2013 Animal Energy World Face book timeline
So last night one of our cats decided to 'go out' and not come
back. (We have indoor cats). This morning we were looking
everywhere and after an hour we saw him under a car.
Clearly scared he jumped on the inside of the front bumper
and crying. He was staying there and was not moving. We
called, got food, got water, were quiet, used toys, you name
it we did it to get him from that (unreachable) place.
After 15 minutes I thought, let´s tap! I imagined how he must
be feeling, and started tapping while mentally repeating
'even though I am a scaredy cat, I am loved'.
After one! Quick Round (30 seconds) of 'proxy tapping' he came and jumped off the bumper and
crawled into my arms. I am so grateful for the power of tapping.
Helena Fone and Fudge her cat. Gozo Malta June 23rd 2013 16.51 Marie´s Face book Timeline
Helena´s cat Fudge. I received an email that they were to
put Fudge to sleep at 17.00 that same day and had a
message from her later following surrogate tapping.
¨OMG....half an hour before taking him to the vets Fudge
woke up bright eyed, purring, walked to his food and ate it.
He's still a bit wobbly but not like this morning. ¨
We cancelled vet who doesn't know how to explain it.
Was it all the healing he's had? ¨

Angie Mc Cready Murcia. 16th June 2013. Marie´s Face book Timeline
I have to let people know about this. For the past few weeks I´ve been suffering with sciatica, bloody
awful, having to take pain killers everyday just to get about. Yesterday, I was talking to Marie
Holliday, this lady does "tapping" and helped Billy when he was ill. She told me yesterday that she
would do some "surrogate tapping" for me.
Now I don´t profess to know or understand what it is she does, or how it works, but this morning,
that horrible pain down my leg has gone!! I´ve still got a bit of a dull ache in my bum, but not enough
to need pain killers.
How amazing is that! Thank you Marie xxx
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Angie Mc Cready and Billie her dog, Murcia 20th May 2013 on Marie´s Face book Timeline
I don´t know what to say! Billy seems to have turned a
corner overnight! He´s stopped whining, stopped
dribbling, and has eaten a small breakfast!!!
He looks so much better, more alert, tail wagging, it s
amazing! I just wanted to thank you very much and all
your friends for any healing you sent Billy's way.
Whatever it was, be it the healing, the meds, or a
combination, it seems to have done the trick.
From feeling totally in despair and trying to prepare
myself for the worst over the past 3 or 4 weeks, I now
feel very confident that Billy is going to be ok.

Tania Bennet and Maggie her dog Melbourne. Australia. May 5th 2013. Linked in Group (the vet
said there was nothing more they could do for their 15 year old dog)
Hi Marie, I was going to send you a photo of Maggie but I don´t think it's necessary now. Since I have
started tapping on her she has improved considerably. I tap on her if I hear her start coughing and
she stops immediately. I have also noticed she is not coughing nearly as much as when she does it
not for as long.
So both myself and Maggie thank you very much :) you are doing a fantastic job and your help is
greatly appreciated.
Domizia Parri Italy May 2013
I have only recently met Marie via Face book through our mutual
interest in EFT and animals.
Her absolute devotion and passion to helping the animal world shines
through in her posts
I translate many of her EFT and animal postings on Face book into
Italian as someone who loves to support animals.
I am surrounded by horses that I work with each day and as a recently certified Level 2 practitioner ,
I see the benefits of using EFT with horses and of course myself. If you haven´t tried it then I can
recommend Marie is one of the top trainers in her field and always has glowing reports.
I wish I was nearer to take her new Animal course!
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Dale Mathew and Ellie his dog Torrevieja 24th April 2013
Dale asked for help with his dog that had a stroke and couldn’t walk the
night before and several of us used surrogate tapping with her
photograph shown here. Dale commented:Ellie is less wobbly today and looking much more like herself...
thanks to everyone for tapping!
And Marie has shown me some points to tap on that Ellie likes. Xxx

Lorraine Fraser and her 3 dogs and Molly the pug Ibiza March 2013
Marie has been my trainer for a year now and worked with
two of my dogs for different issues whilst training in Ibiza.
Overnight there was success after she tapped for them, no
dog poo or wee to mop up in the morning! I was encouraged
by this to try tapping myself and worked with one of my dog´s
aggressive behaviour towards the pool guy. It worked!
Within a few minutes tapping the pool man could come and
go as he wanted without any barking and snapping around his
legs. That was October last year and since then I worked with
a friends pug that had a stroke and wasn´t well and quite
depressed. I tapped ´on´ him for about 20 minutes and went
again a few days later and the owner was over the moon as the dog was brighter and walking better
and generally improved.
I am now a Practitioner and I use tapping for myself and friends and love it but what a bonus to be
able to use it for our pets! Thank you Marie for all that you do and your amazing teaching skills.
Jo Peace and her cats England March 2013
I trained with Marie in Mallorca 2012 to Trainer status and recently lost
one of my cats to a road accident and had feelings of remorse and guilt
following a recent house move. Whilst I know EFT works Marie helped my
feelings of guilt and hoping my cats are OK in a tender, compassionate
and skilled manner on a group Skype mentoring with EFT.
I still miss Merlin I know I feel better about myself and the accident
thanks to her help. I would recommend anyone to get in touch with
Marie and experience her work or courses. You will never regret it!
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Joleen Eide- Johansen and her dog Marley Ibiza. February 2013
I trained with Marie last year in Ibiza to Practitioner level
mainly for myself and friends initially, not thinking of my
dog. On a Skype mentoring call I discussed a problem with
my dog Marley and his fear of big black dogs (following an
attack) and also my fear.
Marie told me exactly what to do for my dog and myself
which I duly followed with tapping before and during
walks. I dreaded going out for walks but really enjoy my
time now without any fear. Thank you Marie and by Skype!

Ange Finn USA 2013
I have known Marie for many years during which time she is always
willing to help both people and animals with her wonderful expert EFT
skills.
I use EFT on a daily basis with my horses and riders to help with fear,
anxiety and behaviour problems. It is the most beautifully simple
technique that you can use for yourself or your animals...and it works!
I am sure your new Animal Techniques Course will help people to help
animals and importantly help themselves and is a brilliant idea Marie.

Marie with EFT Practitioners Jennifer Rahman & Drew Ryder at a public exhibition
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Marie was invited to the event by Adam Shereston The Horse Whisperer and asked to demonstrate
using EFT with horses. The amazing thing looking at this photograph and how comfortable they all
appear to be around the horse is that all three had a fear of horses:


Marie Had been badly bitten by a stallion



Jennifer had previously been thrown from a horse whilst riding



Drew was just frightened of the sheer size of a horse.

They all eliminated their individual fear of horses using EFT before the event.
Jennifer Rahman Almeria. May 29th 2012
I have known Marie Holliday for over a year now, both as an excellent trainer and as a friend. Marie
has an extensive and impressive background in EFT, having worked with the best EFT Masters
worldwide.
She is Co-Director of AAMET Training & Certification Board and a Trainer of Trainers with AAMET.
Her humour is infectious and altogether it
makes training with Marie a total delight.
Whether you engage Marie for one-to-one
sessions or undertake your EFT training with
her, you will not only learn all there is to know
about EFT but you will enjoy her company, her
humour and best of all, her continuing support
and mentoring as a professional and a friend.
I have used EFT in rescue shelters and taught
some of the volunteers there with amazing
results and also used it when rescuing a dog
from a field to calm him.
Jennifer teaching volunteers in a dog association
Drew Ryder (photographed above page 7) Murcia. October 31st 2012
Marie is an amazing trainer of EFT. Her knowledge of this subject is second to none.
Her trainings are very relaxed which promotes a relaxed and fun learning environment.
She is extremely thorough and ensures that each student has a sound understanding of the syllabus
presented.
Marie is a very experienced EFT practitioner and trainer and the owner and founder of EFT Spain.
Marie is a caring sharing person and this comes through with her training and mentoring.
She certainly 'over delivers' which is appreciated by all her students.
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Annie Newby England June 2012

I have known Marie in a professional capacity on the
Executive Board of AAMET International where we are both
volunteers.
We both love and use EFT and are passionate about
spreading the word through the not for profit association.
Marie is very skilled at everything she turns her hand to
particularly with EFT.
I use EFT with my horse and for myself and it works even at
the strangest moments for calming your horse and
yourself!

Nancy Battye Canada 24th November 2011
A radio presentation:- Marie was humorous, loving, insightful and
tremendously talented in walking us through the background and
understanding of how EFT works and how beneficial it is in our life,
additionally she walked the listening audience through a tapping
session and shifted the energy on the call through focusing on
forgiveness.
It was truly a transformational process and experience.
I would highly recommend Marie and her services to all individuals who
are truly dedicated and committed to making change in their life.
Marie is an absolute joy to spend time with.
Amanda Gachot Marbella. July 19th 2011.
I found Marie to be a delight, and her sense of humour was there
throughout, appropriate and refreshing.
The course was professionally run, with lots of opportunities for student
input, practice and debate throughout.
Marie has a lovely way of teaching, the course structure was relaxed
but exciting and I was left with the confidence to go out and practice
and Marie has been mentoring me ever since.
I never felt this with other courses, this bond to the teacher once the
course was finished.
Since then, EFT has replaced my other modalities as Number 1, being
my preferred choice. I cannot wait to study Level 3 with Marie as soon as possible
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Kay Gire England. May 5th 2011.
Working solely with EFT and Meridian Tapping Techniques Marie has set up AAMET in Spain where
she offers a wealth of free EFT resources to those seeking information and support.
She is one of only a handful of trainers who teach EFT in both English and Spanish.
She has also been appointed by AAMET the Official Representative for AAMET in Spain, as such is
working passionately to develop and further the quality and standards of AAMET’s training.
Marie's tenacity and powerfully positive perspective, which is always evident in everything she does,
was recognised when she was awarded Company Women Business Award 2007 - 2008 in Spain in
the category ‘Against All Odds ‘with her company, EFT Spain.
She is a remarkable woman!
Deborah D Miller PHD. Mexico April 26th 2011
Marie is a phenomenal EFT´er who has tapped her way out of her own
personal health crisis to become an EFT practitioner, teacher and
trainer of EFT.
Amazing!
Now she is including our animal friends in her tapping repertoire.
It doesn´t get much better than this.

Elly Yule England March 24th 2011
Marie has been a total inspiration to me whilst I have learned more
about EFT.
She has such in-depth experience and knowledge of her subject.
She is also an innovator amongst EFT professionals.
Highly knowledgeable, highly professional and also has a warm,
compassionate presence.
I highly recommend her.

Janet Mudge (Ann Summers Overseas CEO) England February 26th 2011
Marie is a delight to work with.
She delivers life changing solutions with a genuinely caring approach.
Marie is a dedicated professional, who works tirelessly on behalf of her clients.
She is forward thinking and with an absolute passion, belief and dedication to her role.
Her sunny personality will brighten anyones day!
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Carmen Robayana Almeria May 4th 2007 (First Spanish Practitioner)
I want to see you and tell the progress I've had with EFT.
My first customer is my husband ...and he has a great result with the therapy.
I've applied to me as well, with amazing results too...I just can't wait to do my 2º level and to explain
how I did the treatment to him. Thank you Marie!
Hans Kaier Andorra Feb 4th 2006
I came to Marie Holliday to learn what EFT was in reality and to let her try on myself, what she could
do to my left knee, which was so bad that I could not ski anymore, and I am now skiing again!
At the same time she taught me level 1, and I have never looked back, I cure myself now and have
joined up for level 2 - it was the best thing that could happen to me.
All the best to Maria!
Jacqueline Ulrich Mallorca August 22nd 2005
I have to thank you from the bottom of my heart because you gave so much of yourself as well.
Rest assured that you have already put me on a path of recovery - like we said, the road will be
difficult, even treacherous at times, but many things are already on the mend...
Thank you again also for making me feel so good, and even good about myself!

______________________________________________________________________________
DISCLAIMER:These kind words are testimonials as to people´s beliefs, judgements and personal experience.
Any of the above studies do not take the place of any veterinary, medical or professional advice,
medications or treatment.
Professional advice need always be sought in the first instance.

Thank you
everyone for your
kind words
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